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Abstract
Connectionist temporal classification (CTC) is a powerful
approach for sequence-to-sequence learning, and has been pop-
ularly used in speech recognition. The central ideas of CTC
include adding a label “blank” during training. With this mech-
anism, CTC eliminates the need of segment alignment, and
hence has been applied to various sequence-to-sequence learn-
ing problems. In this work, we applied CTC to abstractive sum-
marization for spoken content. The “blank” in this case implies
the corresponding input data are less important or noisy; thus it
can be ignored. This approach was shown to outperform the
existing methods in term of ROUGE scores over Chinese Gi-
gaword and MATBN corpora. This approach also has the nice
property that the ordering of words or characters in the input
documents can be better preserved in the generated summaries.
Index Terms: abstractive summarization, headline generation,
connectionist temporal classification (CTC)
1. Introduction
Spoken content summarization is to generate a summary that
describes the core ideas of the spoken document [1], which has
been performed on several types of spoken content, including
news [2, 3, 4], lectures [5, 6, 7] and meeting records [8, 9, 10].
“Abstractive” summarization, usually referred to as the “head-
line generation”, means that the headline is not necessarily
directly extracted from the input spoken document but auto-
matically generated. When conducting headline generation
[11, 12, 13, 14], the model must be capable of both extracting
and describing the key concepts of the input. We can formulate
this task as a sequence-to-sequence problem, with the machine-
transcribed spoken document being the input sequence in the
first-stage development, and the summary or headline being the
output sentence. This task is important for spoken content, be-
cause spoken content is difficult to be shown on the screen, let
alone scanned and comprehended by user. Summarization is
therefore very helpful for browsing the spoken content.
Various approaches have been proposed for sequence-to-
sequence problems, such as speech recognition [15, 16], neural
machine translation [17, 18], and dialogue modeling [19, 20].
Among various deep-learning-based methods, Cho et al.[21]
first introduced a basic sequence-to-sequence model based on
recurrent neural networks (RNNs) encoder-decoder architec-
ture [22, 23, 24, 25], namely Seq2Seq. An attention mechanism
was introduced by Bahdabau et al.[26], which allows the de-
coder to directly fetch the information from input. In Seq2Seq
models, an input sequence is encoded into a fixed-length “sen-
tence vector” and then decoded into an output sequence. How-
ever, this method loses track of the ordering of the elements in
the input sequence, since the entire input sequence is encoded
into a single “sentence vector”. In other words, the ordering of
the input elements does not directly affect that of the output la-
bels. Order-preserving is desired here, because very often the
word order in a spoken document has to do with its semantics.
This paper proposes a connectionist temporal classification
(CTC) [15, 27, 28, 29] based model for spoken content sum-
marization to address the above order-preserving issue. We ap-
ply the CTC loss function to impose a hard constraint to pre-
serve the order when generating the output sequence. Unlike
the Seq2Seq method that decodes the output sequence after the
entire input sequence is read, the CTC loss function decodes
the output sequence character by character. That is, the words
appearing at the beginning of the input sequence should ap-
pear at the beginning of the output sequence if found impor-
tant. This property of CTC loss function makes it attractive for
spoken content summarization. This approach was evaluated
on the Chinese Gigaword [30] and the MATBN [31] corpora
of Mandarin broadcast news using ROUGE scores metrics [32].
The results showed that the proposed model significantly out-
performed the state-of-the-art approaches [26].
2. Model
The proposed model consists of an RNN and a CTC model,
where the input is machine-transcribed spoken documents and
the output is their summaries. The input sequence is segmented
into characters or words when feeding into the RNN. Let xt de-
note the input element at time t and the input sequence is then
X = [x1, x2, ..., xT ], where T is the input sequence length.
The RNN outputs a probability distribution vector yt for each
time step t, so the output sequence is Y = [y1, y2, ..., yT ]. Fi-
nally, the output headline, denoted by Z = [z1, z2, ..., zU ], is
generated by a forward-backward algorithm that calculates the
optimal path based on Y . Note that the sequence length of Z,
denoted by U here, should be significantly less than T , because
Z is a summary or a headline. Below, we briefly introduce CTC
and how it is applied to the summarization task as shown in Fig-
ure 1.
2.1. Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC)
The connectionist temporal classification (CTC) training is
based on a loss function in training RNN, which maps an in-
put sequence X = [x1, x2, ..., xT ] onto a target sequence
Z = [z1, z2, ...zU ]. The CTC is designed for sequence learning
problems that have input and output sequences with different
lengths, namely U ≤ T . For instance, in speech recognition,
an acoustic sequence is transcribed into a phoneme sequence.
The outputted phoneme sequence is obviously shorter than the
acoustic frame sequence.
In CTC training, an extra label “blank” (denoted by “−”) is
inserted between every two adjacent output labels zu and zu+1
in the target sequence Z∗. Hence, the output elements have
L′ = L + 1 labels, where L is the number of distinct out-
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Figure 1: Illustration of the CTC training. For a given input
sequence X = [x1, x2, ..., xT ] at the bottom, a sequence of
vectors Y = [y1, y2, ..., yT ] is generated, where yt is a proba-
bility distribution over all possible output labels plus the blank
“−”, as shown in the lower part of the figure. The upper part
shows a map for finding the probability of a given target se-
quence Z∗ = [z1, z2, ...zU ] for all possible output sequence
hypotheses ∆ = [δ1, δ2, ..., δT ] based on Y . We use the output
sequence hypothesis ∆ to interpret here, highlighted in red. All
blanks“−” here are highlighted in blue.
put labels. Each element in Y , yt, is an L′-dimension vector,
yt = [y
n
t , n = 1, 2, ..., L
′], where ynt is the probability of ob-
serving the n-th output label at time index t. This is shown in
the lower part of Figure 1. Given Y , we can then calculate the
probability for an arbitrary output label sequence, denoted by
∆. An output label sequence is regarded as a sequence hypothe-
sis used to generate the final output sequenceZ∗. This sequence
hypothesis is represented by ∆ = [δ1, δ2, ..., δT ], where δt is
an output label at time index t. ∆ is a sequence whose length
equal to that of Y , but can be mapped onto the output sequence
Z∗ with the shorter length by a function B(·). The function
B(·) is a many-to-one mapping function, which removes the re-
peated labels and “−” from ∆, but if two identical labels are
separated by a “−”, B(·) generates 2 consecutive labels in the
output. For instance, if ∆ = [α, α,“−”, “−”, β, “−”, β], then
Z∗ = B(∆) = [α, β, β].
The probability of each output sequence hypothesis ∆ can
be expressed by
P (∆ | X) =
T∏
t=1
yδtt , (1)
where yδtt is the probability of observing the output label δt at
time index t as shown in the upper half of Figure 1. During
training, given a ground truth target sequence Z∗, the probabil-
ity of Z∗ given X can be calculated by
P (Z∗ | X) =
∑
∆∈B−1(Z∗)
P (∆ | X). (2)
Because B(·) is a many-to-one function, many sequence hy-
potheses ∆ may lead to the same ground truth sequence Z∗.
This is why the summation in (2) is over the set of all such se-
quence hypotheses denoted by B−1(Z∗). The CTC loss func-
tion is then defined as in (3),
LCTC = −
∑
∀(X,Z∗)∈θ
lnP (Z∗ | X), (3)
where (X,Z∗) is the pair of the input sequence and its corre-
sponding target sequence, and the θ denotes the set of all such
pairs in the training set. The probability distribution P (Z∗ | X)
can be efficiently solved with the forward-backward algorithm.
The network can be trained with gradient descent by taking the
derivative of (3).
2.2. CTC for Spoken Content Summarization
In CTC, the blank will be removed in the final decoding stage.
Therefore, in the summarization task, if an input element xt has
a high probability that δt is a blank “−”, the information carried
by xt may be less relevant to the core concepts of the document.
3. Experiments
3.1. Experimental Setup
The experiments are performed on the Chinese Gigaword cor-
pus, which consists of 2.2M of headline-document pairs of news
stories covering over 284 months from two Chinese newspa-
pers, namely the Xinhua News Agency of China (XIN) and the
Central News Agency of Taiwan (CNA). We select the headline-
document pairs of the first 278 months as the training set, and
the remaining 6 months for testing. This is to test whether the
proposed approach is able to predict future headlines given data
for the past. This corpus includes only texts but not audio, so
the headline-document pairs are good for training. For testing,
it is good only for the scenario with zero ASR errors.
In Chinese, a sentence is a word sequence, while a word is
composed of one to several characters, and there are no blanks
between words in sentences, so a sentence can also be consid-
ered as a character sequence. Therefore, both words and char-
acters can be taken as elements of the input/output sequence.
The Chinese Gigaword corpus is segmented into sequences of
words and characters. We compare the performance between
using words and characters as input sequence elements below.
Before training the model, both word and character vectors were
pretrained with Global Vectors (GloVe) [33]. The numbers and
English words are substituted by tags, which give a word-based
vocabulary size of 560,772 and a character-based vocabulary
size of 6,752.
To evaluate the summarization of spoken content, we fur-
ther test the CTC network trained with Chinese Gigaword cor-
pus using the MATBN broadcast news corpus in Mandarin Chi-
nese. This corpus consists of 198 hours of broadcast news from
the Public Television Service Foundation of Taiwan includ-
ing corresponding manual transcriptions and human-generated
headlines. In addition to the manual transcriptions with 100%
accuracy, we also obtain ASR transcriptions using Kaldi toolkit
[34] with a character error rate (CER) of 28.72%. The first 126
audio stories are chosen for evaluation. For implementing CTC
networks, we use 2 layers of bidirectional LSTM [35, 36] and
apply the CTC loss function on the top layer of LSTM. The
baselines we compare include the sequence-to-sequence model
(Seq2Seq) [21] and the attentive Seq2Seq model [26], where we
used 1 layer of bidirectional LSTM as the encoder and 1 layer
LSTM as the decoder for both Seq2Seq and Attentive Seq2Seq.
Other hyperparameters are tuned for optimization of all models.
Table 1: Performance comparison of various models and input sequence elements over Chinese Gigaword (no ASR errors).
Model Input Output k ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-3 ROUGE-L
Baseline
Seq2Seq (a) word character 1 34.47 18.30 8.82 31.26(b) character character 1 36.33 18.58 8.78 32.39
Attentive Seq2Seq (c) word character 1 36.37 20.23 10.23 32.98(d) character character 1 37.97 20.47 10.27 33.88
Proposed: CTC
(e) word character 1 25.36 9.20 3.43 24.49
(f) word character 2 33.58 15.70 7.34 32.20
(g) character character 1 42.71 24.62 14.24 40.56
3.2. Chinese Sequence Element Preprocessing
As mentioned above, a Chinese word is composed of one to
several characters and a Chinese sentence can be considered as
a sequence of words or characters. Very often when a Chinese
word is composed of several characters , one of them is the
“head character” carrying the key information while the others
are simply supporting. For example, for the word “美國 (the
U.S.)”, the first character “美” is the “head character” and this
character alone can also carry the same meaning (the U.S.) as
a “mono-character word”. In such cases very often only the
“head character” is used in the ground truth headline to make
it short. On the other hand, many other Chinese words can-
not be reduced to “head characters” because all characters are
important. For example, for the word “支持 (support)”, both
characters here are important.
With the above background, it is believed that output se-
quences for summarization better have characters as their el-
ements, because very often for words with “head characters”
only the “head characters” are used in the ground truth head-
lines, and we need to be able to either select the “head charac-
ters” or use the whole word when generating the headlines. For
the input sequences, it seems that both words and characters can
be elements although characters may be preferred since there
are much more distinct words than characters. Nevertheless,
when words are used as the input sequence elements and char-
acters as the output sequence elements, very often the machine
only selects a part of those words without “head characters” to
appear in the output sequences. In order to have those words
without “head characters”, such as “支持 (support)” mentioned
above, appear entirely in the output without being cut and partly
deleted, it was found that repeating the same word k times when
entering them to the CTC network was helpful in generating the
whole word in the output. This is referred to as “k-fold input”
here. More precisely, for an input sequence consisting of N
words, X = [w1, w2, ..., wN ], the k-fold input for k = 2 is to
enter X ′ = [w1, w1, w2, w2, ..., wN , wN ] to the CTC network.
3.3. Input Element Comparison
We first consider the input sequence elements: words or charac-
ters. As mentioned above, when the words are used, the k-fold
input could be applied. The results when the Chinese Giga-
word corpus (corresponding to no ASR errors) was used for
both training and testing are listed in Table 1. Rows (e)(f) are
for words as input sequence elements with k = 1 and 2, while
row (g) is for characters as the input sequence elements. We
can see k = 2 offered significant improvement (row (f) vs. (e)),
while simply using characters is even better (rows (g) vs. (e)(f)).
The finding is the same as the statistical claim that most Chinese
words are bi-character words [37].
Table 2: Experiment results demonstrating the order-preserving
property. The high LCS set accounts for 82.20% of all docu-
ments in the test set. The Attentive Seq2Seq is denoted by Att-
Seq2Seq. ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L are denoted by
R-1, R-2 and R-L, respectively.
Data Model R-1 R-2 R-L
High
82.20%
(a) Att-Seq2Seq 41.12 22.66 36.73
(b) CTC 47.09 27.83 44.91
Low
17.80%
(c) Att-Seq2Seq 23.40 10.29 20.65
(d) CTC 22.50 9.83 20.50
3.4. Comparison with Sequence-to-Sequence Models
We then compare the performance of the proposed CTC net-
work with two strong baselines, sequence-to-sequence model
(Seq2Seq) and the attentive Seq2Seq model. The results are
listed on the next two sections of Table 1. We see from Ta-
ble 1, for both Seq2Seq and Attentive Seq2Seq, the cases where
characters as the input sequence elements mostly perform better
(row (d) vs. (c), (b) vs. (a)). In addition, the attention mecha-
nism clearly helped (rows (c)(d) vs. (a)(b)). The proposed CTC
approach with character as input in row (g) achieves the best
summarization performance.
3.5. Investigation of Order-Preserving Property
CTC networks naturally preserve the ordering of elements from
the input sequences and reflect such ordering in the output se-
quences. Seq2Seq models cannot do so, because they compress
the input sequences into fixed length vectors and then decode
the vectors. In order to analyze how this property benefits the
task, we use the longest common subsequence (LCS) [38] al-
gorithm to evaluate the sequence similarity between the ground
truth headline and the input document, giving a real number
ranging from 0 to 1. This number is a good indicator of how
well the ground truth headline preserves the ordering of the in-
put sequence elements.
We divide the Chinese Gigaword corpus into two groups:
one with higher LCS scores and another with lower LCS scores,
and then compute their ROUGE scores for two groups. We cal-
culate the LCS scores of all headline-document pairs and find
out that 82.20% of the pairs have LCS scores higher than 0.4.
Therefore, 0.40 is chosen as a threshold for dividing the groups.
In Table 2, the group with low LCS scores has an average LCS
score of 28.64%, while the other has an average LCS score of
71.59%. The former group that has high LCS has significantly
better performance than the latter group (rows(a)(b) vs. (c)(d)).
Within the former group, the proposed CTC network signifi-
cantly outperforms Attentive Seq2Seq (row (b) vs. (a)), while
within the latter group, the proposed CTC network performs
Table 3: An example of generated headlines from various mod-
els over an example document in the Chinese Gigaword corpus.
The English translation was added here for easy reading.
(a) Text
document
美國副國務卿阿米塔吉與日本首相小泉純一郎
舉行會談以爭取日本支持美國對伊拉克和北韓
的政策這位美國國務院第二號人物禮貌拜會小泉
純一郎會談十五分鐘 (The U.S. Deputy Secretary
of State Armitage held meetings with Japanese Prime
Minister Junichiro Koizumi to fight for Japan’s sup-
port about the U.S. policy towards Iraq and North Ko-
rea. This second prominent figure of the U.S. State
Council visited Junichiro Koizumi for a 15-minute
meeting.)
(b) Ground
truth
美副國務卿訪日本爭取支持對伊拉克政策 (The
U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Visited Japan to Fight
for Supporting the U.S. Policy toward Iraq)
(c) Seq2Seq 美國務卿與美國務卿舉行會談 (The U.S. Secre-
tary of State Held Meetings with the U.S. Secretary of
State)
(d) Attentive
Seq2Seq
美國務卿與北韓舉行會談 (The U.S. Secretary of
State Held Meetings with North Korea)
(e) Proposed:
CTC
美阿米塔日會談支持美對伊拉克北韓政策 (The
U.S. Armitage and Japan Held Meetings for Support-
ing the U.S. Policies toward Iraq and North Korea)
slightly worse than Attentive Seq2Seq (row(d) vs.(c)). Consid-
ering that the former group accounts for 82.20% of all test set,
the CTC network produces results closer to the ground truth
headline when the ground truth headline preserves the ordering
better, or the CTC network preserves the ordering better.
3.6. Qualitative Analysis
From the generated headlines, we observe that sometimes the
proposed model generates the headlines including synonyms
that do not appear in the input document, although such a phe-
nomenon is not shown in the example of Table 3. Table 3 is a se-
lected example of the headlines generated by the best model in
row (g) of Table 1 for an text document in the Chinese Gigaword
corpus. In the part (e), the proposed CTC network compresses
the document into a short sentence very close to the ground truth
in the part (b) while very well preserving the ordering of charac-
ters in the document. The baseline models, Seq2Seq and Atten-
tive Seq2Seq, do not have this capacity as observed in the parts
(c)(d). In the part (c), the word “美國務卿 (The U.S. Secretary
of State)” appears repeatedly, while in the part (d) the word “北
韓 (North Korea)” appears earlier. Although in the parts (c)(d)
the keywords are well extracted and grammatically correct sen-
tences are generated, these generated headlines in fact give in-
correct semantics that differs from the original document due to
the limitation of preserving the ordering for both part (c) and
(d). For example, in the part (d) the Attentive Seq2Seq gener-
ates a headline “美國務卿與北韓會談 (The U.S. Secretary of
State Holds Talks with North Korea)”, which means very differ-
ently from the original document because of the reversed word
order. In the part (c) the repeated keyword “美國務卿 (The
U.S. Secretary of State)” does not make sense. On the contrary,
the proposed CTC network in the part (e) is capable of preserv-
ing the word ordering and offers the correct semantics with a
grammatically correct and short sentence. Also in the part (e)
we see the “head character” “美 (The U.S.)” is extracted from
the complete word “美國 (The U.S.)” in the original document
to be used in the headline, while the complete word “支持 (sup-
port)” remains unchanged in the headline because there is no
“head character” in this word.
Table 4: Experiment results for the MATBN corpus. The high
LCS data accounts for 96.82 % of all documents. The Attentive
Seq2Seq is denoted by Att-Seq2Seq. ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and
ROUGE-L are denoted by R-1, R-2 and R-L, respectively.
Data Model R-1 R-2 R-L
M
an
ua
l High
96.82%
(a) Att-Seq2Seq 33.21 15.65 25.02
(b) CTC 34.65 19.67 31.82
Low
3.18%
(c) Att-Seq2Seq 15.63 7.04 13.41
(d) CTC 16.33 5.52 14.03
A
SR
High
96.82%
(e) Att-Seq2Seq 30.74 14.62 23.68
(f) CTC 30.55 16.05 27.87
Low
3.18%
(g) Att-Seq2Seq 14.94 3.05 11.97
(h) CTC 17.42 7.92 17.42
3.7. Comparison between Manual and ASR Transcripts
Here we report the results with spoken documents with the
MATBN corpus. We select the best proposed model and the
best baseline from Table 1, where the selected CTC network is
from row (g) of the table and the baseline is Attentive Seq2Seq
from row(d). Because this model is actually trained with the
first 55 characters of all the documents in Chinese Gigaword,
while the news stories in MATBN were much longer, we ob-
tain the headlines for the MATBN news stories in the following
way. We use the first 55 characters of the transcriptions to gen-
erate the first headline, then shifted the 55-character window by
5 characters (6-th to 60-th characters) to get the next headline.
In this way, we generated a total of 20 headlines using the first
150 characters of each news story. We then count the number
of characters that appeared in both the generated headline and
the first 150 characters in the document for all the 20 headlines.
The generated headline maximizing this number is chosen as
the final headline.
The results in the upper half of Table 4 are from manual
transcriptions, while the lower half for transcriptions obtained
with Kaldi including ASR errors. The test set is also divided
into two groups according to their LCS scores evaluated with
the manual transcriptions. Here the first group of high LCS
scores (above 0.42) includes 96.82% of the document-headline
pairs. We find that CTC network significantly outperforms At-
tentive Seq2Seq for documents with high LCS scores (row (b)
vs. (a) and (f) vs. (e)), especially in ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L,
for both manual and ASR transcriptions. The ROUGE scores
are also much better in the high LCS group (rows (a)(b) vs.
(c)(d) and (e)(f) vs. (g)(h)). Moreover, these results clearly
show that CTC works equally well with spoken content with
ASR errors, and is also good at capturing the ordering of the
input sequence on spoken content data sets.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose to use a CTC network for abstrac-
tive summarization of spoken content. Experiments over Chi-
nese Gigaword and MATBN corpora showed that this ap-
proach outperformed the existing sequence-to-sequence learn-
ing approaches including that using the attention mechanism.
This approach was also shown to be robust with ASR errors,
which is a crucial requirement for spoken documents. Over-
all, the proposed approach is able to preserve the ordering of
words/characters in the generated summary, which may be a
good reason why it produces better summaries.
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